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Grand space strategy game AI War 2 had a massive update so big it's 'almost a sequel' [2]

Arcen Games sound quite proud of how big the latest update to AI War 2 is, saying it's
"Almost a sequel in how much it adds to the core game mechanics and AI.".
They certainly don't mess around when it comes to post-release support, with the actual
changelog taking up around 30 pages when pasted into a word processor. Blimey, that's a lot
to go over and it would be a bit mad to attempt to. Safe to say, everything has been touched.

Korean survival horror-adventure 'The Coma 2: Vicious Sisters' leaving Early Access this month [3]

Atmospheric, story-driven Korean survival horror-adventure from Devespresso Games and
Headup 'The Coma 2: Vicious Sisters' is just about ready, with a full release announced for
January 28.

Silly physics sandbox Garry's Mod is getting some big upgrades [4]

Garry's Mod is a game about screwing around, playing with physics and possibly creating
your own fun game and it's about to get some big upgrades.
Actually getting games and extra content to play in Garry's Mod is about to get quite a bit
easier, with an update releasing on January 21 which moves it onto a more modern Steam API.

For the Steam Workshop this means addons won't have a size limit (so you can download
everything in a single pack) and they can show their real uncompressed size. Facepunch also
said that new or updated addons will take less space on your drives thanks to all this too.

Upcoming point and clicker 'Born Punk' has a Steam page up, coming to GOG and newer trailer [5]

I do love a good bit of Cyberpunk, I also love the point and click genre getting a resurgence in
recent years and Born Punk really does look and sound great.
Funded on Kickstarter last year, Insert Disk 22 have been hacking away to get the game ready
to release. Ahead of that, they now have a Steam page live you can properly follow it on.
Additionally, they've now confirmed it will release on GOG but no store page up just yet.
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